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Women's circles

WEEKLY FEMININE EMBODIMENT RESOURCE

DATE:

Background: Women’s Circles go back in the day when there were “red tents”
The red tent:  t ime when women would get together during the new moon
to bleed and have a secret safe space and tap into their intuitions .
The get togethers were for tell ing the women what was coming and to
together maximize their intuition

How can we util ize collective energy in modern days?
Women Circles:  after your cycle begins ,  you get access into womanhood.
Essentially ,  this is transforming into a magical being that can create l ife
When we step into our energies ,  we are able to understand the universe
betterIt  is important to know how we can tap into this energy.  We need to
be able to tap onto it .  
On some days ,  we need to tap into our masculine energy.  When this
happens ,  we are not following our feminine needs .
Showing and being full  force in your masculine is not easy.  This can
cause a disconnect ,  which makes us lose sight of our purpose .

To witness and be witnessed: having the power to speak your truth and to
be held by that .  To share what is within us .  Causes less of a competition
and more of a connection.
A place for safety: a private sacred place where you are held fully .  There is
a sense of trust as all  of you are willing to show up and reveal yourselves
to each other exclusively.  
We hold this circle for si lence: small talk .   We often get uncomfortable
when the conversation is dying.  Slowdown in this space and feel
vulnerable with other women in silence 

Why We Circle:
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When having trouble with

intuition and spirit guides

We hold this circle as a connection with the spirit :  the collective energy
of being together helps to tap into higher spiritual guides .  The support
system
An opportunity to own your truth: the circle is not to tell  each other
what to do.  I t ’s  about learning and owning your truth and claiming it .
Publicly making a statement is essentially making a contract with your
subconscious mind.  
We hold this circle for the feminine: a lot of the world runs on
masculine energy.  E .g .  salary ,  partners ,  housing ,  schedules ,  t imelines ,
status ,  income,  marriage ,  education etc . ,  which are not natural for
feminine energy.  Letting things flow requires embodiment with our
bodies .  Honor your needs and respond instead of planning schedules .
We hold this circle for healing: there is no practice for the circle .
Instead ,  you just exist as you own your truth and drop the load that
you have been carrying around. The healing and energy effects are
gradual .
The circle is there for being: the purpose is to create normality and
allow us to appreciate small moments away from anticipating big things .
Creating a beautiful string of moments creates a deep sense of
satisfaction.  Being yourself and existing and being okay with it
Space for diversity: an opportunity to meet women we would otherwise
never ever meet .  The circle gives the opportunity to meet other people
and notice our differences .  You will  know what you like through what
you don’t l ike ,  and by others showing their truth ,  you will  see yours
Space for sameness:  ultimately ,  we will  see how we are as women, how
we feel about the different things around us as feminine beings .  
Circles help to know who we are ,  and what we need.  

Why We Circle Cont 'd:


